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Banff Mountain Film Festival

Upcoming Events

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH, 7:00
PMELPHINSTONE SCHOOL, GIBSON’S

Tickets are going fast and can be
purchased at the following locations.

BMFF
Friday, Nov 18, 7 pm
Elphinstone School, Gibsons

Spin Cycles – Gibson’s
Gear Swap
Sunday, Nov. 20, 3-4 pm
Davis Bay Hall

Roberts Creek General Store
Alpha Adventures Outdoor Store – Wilson Creek

Christmas Potluck
Friday, Dec. 2
Chaster House

Off the Edge - Sechelt
It is one of the most popular events on the Coast and is the
primary fundraising event for the Tetrahedron Outdoor Club.
Money raised goes to support club activities, including
maintenance and firewood for four public backcountry cabins
in Tetrahedron Provincial Park. Funds have also been used for
purchasing emergency rescue equipment and contributing to
local youth activities.
We are excited to have continued support from our sponsors
as well as a few new sponsors.
Thanks to our Sponsors:
Coast Reporter
Alpha Adventures Outdoor
Store
Charlene SanJenko – Town
Council Candidate
IGA Marketplace Gibson’s &
Wilson Creek
Sunshine Coast Community
Forest
Trail Bay Source for Sports

TOC Contact Info
Box 545
Gibsons BC V0N 1V0
www.tetoutdoor.ca
President: Reynold Schmidt
Treasurer: Mary Boulding
Trips & Events: Michael Wilson
Membership: Natasha Gellatly

Coast Cable 11
Capilano University
Gibson’s Building Supplies
SCRD Sustainability Services
Sunshine Kayaking

All executive can be contacted at
tetoutdoor@gmail.com
Newsletter - Alison Etter
alison.s.etter@gmail.com
Jackrabbits & BMFF coordinator
Donna Harrison,
drjackrabbits@gmail.com

Gear Swap
The TOC's Third Annual Outdoor Gear Swap will be held
Sunday, November 20th, from 3-4 pm at the Davis Ball Hall.
This is your chance to get outfitted in some bargains or get rid
of some old stuff in your basement. !Any outdoor-related
equipment and/or clothing for adults or children is welcome.!!
There are two options for selling gear:

•
•
•

Rent a table for $5 and stay until your gear is sold for a
price you determine!
Donate it to the TOC who will sell it on your behalf. !
If you have used gear to donate you may drop it off at
Alpha Adventures in the Wilson Creek Mall before
November 19th.!All proceeds go to supporting the
TOCʼs Dakota Ridge Jackrabbit Program

TOC Dakota Ridge Jackrabbits
Winter is coming and registration for next year’s Jackrabbit ski
program opens on November 7th. Registration can be done
online by credit card, or go snail mail. Go to
www.tetoutdoor.ca website to access the online link or print
out the paper registration. There are 50 spots open this year
at a cost of $67 per child (between age 4-12). All participants
and primary parents must be 2012 TOC members.

Ski Trips to Silver Star and Manning Park
There is still some space left for our trips to Manning Park and Silver Star. If you're interested,
please contact Michael Wilson at 604-886-9864 or mwilsonbc@yahoo.com.
Silver Star Jan 26-29. We'll be staying at the Pinnacles in a suite similar to last year. This is a 4
bedroom ski-in/out unit with a private hot tub. Silver Star has excellent xc and downhill skiing, as well
as a great skating rink. We are booked for 3 nights (Thurs, Fri, Sat) and the hotel cost will be around
$150 per person, depending on final numbers.!

#

#

Silver Star

Manning Park. We've booked a trip to manning Park for the weekend of Dec 9/10/11. Manning Park
is a great little resort with lots of activities, including downhill, cross-country, backcountry, snowshoeing, and skating. We have booked a two bedroom chalet that sleeps 12 (6 per room) in a
combination of double beds and single bunks. There is a kitchen and living area between the two
bedrooms. This is the same type of unit as we had a few years ago. We are booked for Friday and
Saturday nights, and the cost will be $75 - $100 per person for the weekend (including tax),
depending on the number of people.

Christmas Potluck and Meeting
The Christmas potluck meeting (and AGM) w ill be held Friday Dec 2 at Chaster
House. Please bring a dish to share, plates and utensils, and Christmas cheer.
Hope to see everybody there.

Thanks to Jeremy Valeriote for the great slide show he gave to a standing room only crowd at our
last meeting. Jeremy showed us fabulous photos of his ski traverse in the Swiss Alps last spring. If
you'd like to see the route and some of the photos you can check them out at
!
Tour du Ciel info: http://www.haute-route-imperiale.ch/
!
Martin Naroznik flickr site photos (with witty captions!):! http://www.flickr.com/photos/runningclouds/
sets/72157626577272143/

TOC Discounted Dakota Ridge passes for 2011-2012
The TOC will offer members only discounted SCRD DR Season Passes. This is a 15% discount
and is ONLY available through the club. DR Seasons Passes will be for sale from November 16th
through November 27th. You may purchase your pass at the Banff Mountain Film Festival.
You will pay TOC for the pass and will then be notified when it is time to proceed to the SCRD
Community Centres to pick up your photo ID pass. This year there will be a pass provided to each
member when a Family pass is purchased.

Dakota Ridge

Free Yoga for Skiers Session for TOC Members

WILSON CREEK YOGA
YOGA FOR SKIERS WORKSHOP 10am - noon Sunday November 27th 2011
Free of charge for Tetrahedron Outdoor Club Members

* The snow is flying!

Are you ready for this season’s skiing, boarding or snowshoeing?
If you want to improve your flexibility, balance and core connection; if you want to access the strength and power
of a relaxed and centred body this is the workshop for you. We will work with both YIN and Yang yoga poses in
this two hour session.
Wear comfortable non-binding clothing, bring your own mat if you have one or use one of the studio mats.
Preregister as space is limited!! Call or email the studio to register, providing your full name and contact
information.

*TOC paid membership for 2011/12 season -- annual membership expires each October
Our studio is located above Strait Coffee in the Wilson Creek IGA Plaza 4330 Sunshine Coast Hwy., Sechelt BC
Ph: 604-989-3452 eMail: info@wilsoncreekyoga.ca www.wilsoncreekyoga

TETRAHEDRON ROAD AND CABINS UPDATES
Creek Road Update and Emergency Contact Information
The Grey Creek Forest Service Road, providing access to Mt. Richardson and Tetrahedron
Provincial Parks is open.!It has been graded up to the winter parking lot at 9 km and it is presently in
very good condition. We would like to!advise road users to report any road maintenance!issues they
see by emailing the details to!tetoutdoor@gmail.com.! Please report!problems such as plugged
ditches, failing!culverts, small slumps or slides,!water running across the road,!downed trees, or
other things you think may be of concern. More serious issues like major washouts or landslides
should be!immediately reported to the Ministry of Forests at 604-485-0700 and the SCRD at
604-885-6800.!As you are travelling this road, please keep in mind that often simple actions!like
pulling sticks out of culvert inlets or hand cleaning ditches &!cross ditches!is all that is needed
to!prevent a!major road washout.
Reynold Schmidt

Tetrahedron Cabin Stewards and Updates
Bachelor Cabin
Bachelor cabin is the closest cabin to the parking lot and is often the preferred cabin for organized
youth groups and young families. It's also the cabin preferred by partiers and for years was a worry
and source of frustration for both the TOC and BC Parks to the point where there was serious
discussion about shutting the cabin down permanently, or turning it into an open shelter. When this
news reached the ears of Doug House he responded that Bachelor was The Family Cabin and that
it would be a great shame if it had to be shut down because of irresponsible and thoughtless jerks (if
you've met Doug you know he used MUCH stronger language). The TOC's president, Reynold
Schmidt replied, "Well if you feel that way Doug maybe you and your buddy Lloyd should become
the stewards of Bachelor cabin." They agreed and so the first stewards (they call themselves
sheriffs) of a Tetrahedron Park cabin were "hired". Though the partying has not been entirely
eliminated the cabin and outhouse have been regularly cleaned, the garbage removed, and much
needed repairs made. More importantly they have a regular presence there, even if it is only once
during some months, and that goes a long way toward reducing the regular misuse and abuse of
this cabin. And they collect or remind people to pay their cabin fees. A HUGE thank you to Doug
House and Lloyd Mager for their work over the last 2 years! We hope you will remain the Bachelor
Cabin Sheriffs for a long time.

Steele Cabin
Though it takes 4 times longer to get to Steele cabin as it does to get to Bachelor this cabin gets its
regular share of abuse and periods of extreme over-use, with some years seeing 30-plus people in a
cabin designed to hold 12 during the period between Xmas and New Year's weekends. When these
cabins were conceived and built in the mid-80s you had to be a skilled skier to reach and return from
Steele and McNair cabins. Now all you need is a cheap pair of snowshoes and a backpack full of
liquor. When I talked to the rangers of Garibaldi Park a few years ago about Elfin Hut at Diamond
Head they said that the majority of users are now young people on snowshoes looking for a
weekend party, not the backcountry skiers the cabin was intended for. And like the cabins in

Tetrahedron Park that hut also does not have a reservation system in place. But to help the TOC on
its way to making the cabins, and Steele cabin in particular, better able to withstand the impact of
today's backcountry travellers we now have stewards for Steele cabin! Three young men who have
a passion for Mt. Steele and its cabin have agreed to take on the somewhat tough job of telling
some of their friends/acquaintances/contemporaries to "pay up, shut up, clean up, or GET OUT".
They will also have to do some cleaning and maintenance and show up to an executive meeting or
two, but the big carrot we dangled in front of them was a big lock box paid for and flown in for
storage of their gear so that they can more easily make the 4+hr, 700m elevation gain, and 7km trek
to the cabin. Young folks like these are the future of the club and we are very fortunate to have them
on board. Thank you very much to Sam Preston, Alex Aegerter, and Steve Brewis for taking on the
job! It may prove tougher than you imagine…

Edwards Cabin
This cabin is often as far as folks make it when the going to Steele cabin proves tougher than they
were prepared for. And often it is the cabin that a couple or small group are looking to for a quiet
night away in the wilderness - and hopefully not already occupied by loud louts or enthusiastic
Scouts. Its maintenance and general TLC has been admittedly overlooked for a number of years
while Steele and Bachelor received the bulk of the club's attention. BC Parks had to spend a
ridiculous amount of $$ on building an outhouse with fly-out tanks because of the privy's position in
the community's watershed and the rocky nature of the area. This summer two 1,000 lb "honeypots"
were flown out along with 20 years worth of garbage, and that gave the club an opportunity to fly
cleaning and repair supplies in and to clean the cabin THOROUGHLY, getting rid of 25 years of
mouse (and one pack rat) droppings with broom and dustpan and wet mop. And the outhouse was
was fixed, painted, and - most importantly - CLEANED. Having said all that we need stewards/
sherrifs/caretakers for this cabin. If you or a youth group you are involved with want to take on part
of this responsibility please contact the club.!

McNair Cabin
This cabin sees the least amount of traffic, which is both a blessing and a bane. The old cracked
stove was replaced in February by a TOC/BC Parks/BC Forest Service partnership, with AirSpan
Helicopters giving the club a GREAT deal, as they always do. This summer the old stove was
wrestled out of the cabin and down the steep steps by an enthusiastic group of RCMP officers, a
paramedic, and your fearless club President. It also received a tip-to-toe clean with mouse
droppings eliminated and the old cubbyholes (mouse houses!) removed. During the fall wood lift 3
carpenters braved the horrors of the decrepit outhouse (and its pool of yuck) to shore it up and keep
it alive until a better plan can be made for its future. They also made many essential repairs to the
cabin. Though the McNair access is tricky and uncertain now, the cabin is still very much accessible
from the Steele Creek crossing beyond Edwards cabin. This cabin is a TREASURE, in a gorgeous
setting, and seldom visited. You have both Chapman and Upper McNair Lakes within easy walking
distance, plus the splendour of the wildflowers in both those basins. It is 4-5 hours from the parking
lot, or 3-4 hours from the McNair FSR trailhead. The TOC needs stewards for this cabin also, and
further discussion with interested individuals about the future or non-future of the McNair Forest
Service Road access.!
At the last AGM of the TOC the idea of implementing a reservation system for the cabins was
introduced, and after much discussion a motion to move ahead with this idea was passed. We're not
sure when and how this will be implemented but Steele cabin will likely be the first to work out the
kinks of a further layer of paperwork, payments, enforcement, and general confusion. If anyone has

any comments or wants to volunteer themselves or their youth groups as stewards of the other
cabins, or just to regularly check on the cabins or generally make a regular presence there please
get in touch with the club.!
Just so everyone knows: there is only ONE full-time BC Parks Ranger for the entire Sunshine Coast
(Langdale to Lund) and one part-time ranger. Ryan - we don't know how you manage it all; Billy there should be 3 of you.
A HUGE THANK YOU to Dan Weinhandl and Deb Manning (through Dan's WW Upholstery and
Boat Tops) for their donation of twelve 4" covered heavy-duty foam mattresses to Steele cabin, lifted
in during the wood drop in October and in mind of moving toward a reservation system for this cabin.
Those of you (me included) who find it difficult to face a thin foam pad on a bare floor after a 4+ hour
trudge can now think about RESTING EASY in luxury (and with a space guaranteed).!
Next year will be the 25th anniversary of the cabins in Tetrahedron Provincial Park. The TOC would
like to celebrate this event and also look to the future of those cabins, the park, and the club in
general. Please join us and bring new ideas and enthusiasm!
Natasha Gellatly

Phew! Mcnair Cabin & Outhouse Carpentry Project

!

A skilful and hard working crew consisting of Bob Williams, Dan Weinhandl and Al Dierks flew in to
McNair Cabin the day of the wood lift to complete the rather unpleasant task of repairing the
outhouse, amongst other more pleasant tasks.
!
Al Dierks sent this update:
·!!!!!! Dan & Bob removed the old plywood skirt from around 3 sides of the outhouse base.!
They installed 3 sheets of new plywood.! It was too soupy to get under the outhouse stairs,
even with large rubber boots.! The skirting there
was still in one piece and can be replaced when
the ground freezes.! The spare sheet of new
plywood was stored under the cabin.
·!!!!!! New log bracing was installed to prevent
the outhouse from leaning further to one side.!
The old scrap wood was removed and burned in
the stove.!!
·!!!!!! The old stove and garbage was air lifted
out.!
·!!!!!! Bob and Dan fixed the broken railing on the
front stairs and the sagging trap door.! The lower
skirting wall on the left side of the cabin was
sagging, leaving a gap between the cabin base
and skirting header.!
·!!!!!! We raised the wall and secured it in place,
then supported it with a rock foundation.! The
outside doorways to the basement were repaired
and latched.!
·!!!!!! We put the new TOC history write-up sheet
that was in the bucket on the bulletin board.
!

Thanks guys for taking this on!

Steel Creek Bridge Recycling and Edwards Cabin Firewood Lift
On October 1, Merrily Corder, Croft Warn, Victor Bonaguro and I hiked to Edwards Lake to assist
this year's !helicopter firewood lift. !We took in a cargo net and placed bags of accumulated garbage
and the recently retired old stove in the net ready for lifting out. !Unfortunately, the weather
nosedived into whiteout, so the lift was called off until the backup date two weeks later.
On October 15, another crew of four flew into the Edwards Cabin site with two objectives in mind. !
Victor Bonaguro, Croft Warn, Patrick Mark and I were tasked with receiving the helicopter firewood
net loads from Airspan and we also wanted to start the process of removing the collapsed bridge
from Steele Creek just beyond the cabin and to rescue its reusable parts. !The heli lift went
exceedingly well and I would like to compliment the skill of the Airspan pilots who did a thoroughly
professional and friendly job. !They delivered about 3.25 cords of firewood to the edge of the cabin
for easy deposit behind the skirting and flew out the old stove and garbage. !We chucked some of
the wood under the cabin but spent most of our time at the Steele creek bridge site.
The bridge had been weakened by a large mountain hemlock tree which had fallen on the bridge a
few years ago and finally broke near the mid point sometime probably due to last year's snow load
and some dry rot. !It now rested, split, with one stringer still in place up high and the rest of the
bridge sitting, still connected by its metal hardware in a V position, within the steep section of the
creek. !Our crew pulled all of the cedar decking off the old bridge and most of the metal hardware for
possible reuse later. !The decking and hardware are now stacked at the former bridge site slightly
down stream from the broken bridge. !We recommend rebuilding the bridge there using rock and
metal mesh gabions (like the just destroyed newer bridge) to get the bridge well above the creek bed
to protect it from future washouts. !The stringers for the old bridge had been airlifted into the site to
avoid cutting park trees and thus are fair game for Edwards Cabin firewood. !So we started
chainsawing the broken stringers into rounds for later splitting and burning. !This will save the
Tetrahedron Club a substantial expense in helicopter wood lifts.
On the October 22 weekend, Victor Bonaguro walked back in and spent a very busy weekend in
rain, sun and snow sawing up the rest of the stringers in the creek bed and bank and piling much of
it near the old bridge site.
Then on October 29, a larger crew of 8, which grew to 10, hiked in and re-entered the fray. !This time
the crew consisted of Ivy Miller, Howard Katz, Carolann Glover, Brett McGillivray, Merrily Corder,
Bob Vohenka, Bruce Mitchell and me. !We were joined for a while at mid day by two helpful coast
residents, Kez Sherwood and Jeremy Clement. !They not only pitched in at the bridge site, but also
said that they will be joining the club and offered to help rebuild the bridge with Jeremy's volunteer
contribution of his metalworker's skills. Some of us finished putting the firewood from the heli-lift into
the cabin and started stacking it in neat piles. !So, the wood will actually have a chance to be
accessible this winter and also to dry out again. !There was about two inches of snow on the ground
that day.
The rest of us cut up more of the old bridge, split rounds, wheel-barrowed split wood or rolled rounds
to the growing pile near the old bridge site. !So now there are somewhere between two and four
cords of fir wood piled under tarp and ready for transport to the Edwards Cabin. !There remains a
fair bit of fir and a bit of cedar left of the bridge structure on the high banks plus one fir stringer and
the gabion wire cages which could be reused at the former bridge site. !The cedar would be very
useful as kindling. !There are somewhere between two and four cords of fir wood piled under tarp
and ready for transport to the Edwards Cabin. ! Victor suggests that the easiest way to do this would

be by sled on snow, rather than grunting and cursing our way over roots and rocks and mud with our
cracked wheelbarrow. I agree.
We still have work to do. The last of the stringers and the rest of the bridge support structure needs
to be cut up into rounds. These rounds and the others already cut on the high bank above the creek
at the end of the bridge need to be split and wheel-barrowed to the pile at the old bridge site. Then
all of the that pile will need to be taken at some point, I hope by sled in winter to the cabin for future
firewood use. The rest of the wood under the cabin needs to be piled neatly to allow us to put in
more of the bridge wood. The old gabions need to be dismantled and taken to the old bridge site for
reassembly and filled with rocks for new foundations for a higher bridge at that original site. Some of
us are getting together to make sure that the next version of the Steele Creek bridge will actually
survive.
So, thank you to all of the volunteers who have helped so far. If any other people are interested in
helping finish the job, please let me know and we will put you on our list and call you whenever any
of us take on part of the job. Meanwhile, next time any club members are at the cabin, please take
some time and stack some of the wood that is not yet properly piled under the cabin. Please keep
the wood away from the two entry points where we bring the wood into the space below the cabin
and away from the stairs up through the floor trap door. See you on the snow.
George Smith

Update from Sunshine Coast Trail - Powell River

NEW SHELTERS BLOG
We have updated our website, and it now includes the new blogs for the Elk Lake Hut and the Tin
Hat Cabin, both of which were finished this summer and this fall. Please have a look at all the
pictures that come with captions.
http://newshelters.blogspot.com/
If you click on a picture it should enlarge if you want to see more detail. Tin Hat is our seventh hut
and is therefore the most recent completion. Elk Lake is our sixth hut and can be found immediately
below the last Tin Hat pictures where it says OLDER. Click on that and Elk Lake will pop up. We are
getting many visitors to stop in and also leave their comments in the logbooks that help us get a sense
of the numbers of visitors to the huts, and where they come from.

We wish to thank the amazing number of volunteers who have joined in and enabled us to complete
seven huts in two years. We have one more year of building coming up in the New Year, once the
snows have gone out of the Smith Range where we will be building our next hut next summer up on
Walt Hill.

NEW METAL MARKERS AND SIGNAGE
This completes this year’s hut building activities, but we carry on marking the remainder of the
Sunshine Coast Trail with the orange metal markers. We have already marked about three quarters of
the whole trail, maybe 7000 markers in all. It is a time consuming task, but very satisfying since we
know it takes the guesswork and anxiety out of going for a hike that you may never have done before.
Ideally you should always see a marker ahead of you. The markers are making the trail more visitorfriendly and safer. A tip re the multitude of small orange markers: going in a generally northward
direction from Saltery Bay to Sarah Point, the markers look like diamonds, like compass needles
pointing north if you will. Heading in the opposite direction from Sarah Point to Saltery Bay you will
see squares. There are also larger KM markers every kilometre. In addition to that we keep adding
more large carved wooden directional signs installed on junctions and trailheads.

